
Controlling your Pi with an infrared remote

 Remote  
      Logic

A few tricks and some ready-made Linux 

tools will help you configure your Pi to 

respond to commands from the same kind 

of infrared remote control device you use 

with your TV. By Aaron Shaw

hold device – the infrared (IR) remote con-
trol. If you are anything like me, you have 
several of these in your home (Figure 1)! If 
you are not like me, then I have also covered 
using an IR receiver with a cheap, small, off-
the-shelf IR remote.

Short hiStory of ir and 
remote Control
The earliest example of a remote control 
using radio waves is described in the 1898 
US Patent US613809 by the brilliant Serbian-
American engineer Nikola Tesla. The first 
commercial remote intended to control a 
television or consumer device was the “Lazy 
Bones” remote, developed in 1950 by the Ze-
nith Radio Corporation. It was a very differ-
ent beast from the intricate designs found 
today – it only allowed you to turn the televi-
sion on and off and to change channels and 
was actually directly connected to the televi-
sion using a wire – a serious trip hazard!

Despite this hazard, the Lazy Bones proved 
to be a very popular device, and 5 years later, 
another engineer at Zenith (Eugene Polley) 
came up with the “Flashmatic,” which was 
the first wireless TV remote. This control 
used directional visible light to turn the TV 
on and off and turn the channel dial clock-
wise or counter-clockwise. It had a few un-
fortunate disadvantages, though – you had to 
point the remote very precisely at the re-

The Rasp-
berry Pi 
is often 
hailed 

for its incredibly 
cheap price. Other 
low-cost develop-
ment and educa-
tional boards are 
available (e.g., the 
Beaglebone), but 
for some of these 
systems, the addi-
tional peripherals 

that are required can quickly amplify the 
cost. The Raspberry Pi, however, is designed 
from the ground up to use accessories that 
are already freely available in most house-
holds. For example, the choice of either 
HDMI or RCA video connectors allows you to 
use almost any TV made in the past 20 years 
as a display. The Pi is also (for the most part) 
plug-and-play compatible with your existing 
computer hardware – mice, keyboards, wire-
less dongles – and it uses a 5-volt micro-USB 
power supply, which is the standard for most 
phones and tablets (apart from those made 
by Apple). So, many people will already have 
a surplus of these accessories available in 
their household.

This article will allow you to unleash the 
power of yet another readily available house- Le
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ceiver, and on very sunny days you could be 
subject to random channel changes. Robert 
Adler, another Zenith Engineer, then created 
a remote control that communicated by 
means of ultrasonic sound – not audible by 
humans, but you risked annoying your dogs 
because it was audible by a lot of animals 
with good hearing. This was called the 
“Space Commander,” and more than 9 mil-
lion of these ultrasonic remotes sold in vari-
ous iterations. Around the 1980s, companies 
such as BBC, ITT, and Viewstar Inc. started 
manufacturing remote controls using infrared 
light technology, which has continued to be 
the most common remote control technology 
for consumer devices in use today.

Infrared was first discovered in the year 
1800 by an astronomer named William Her-
schel, who noticed that the heating effect 
from the sun on a thermometer was actually 
greater than that caused by the visible light 
spectrum. Herschel called these “Calorific 
Rays” – it wasn’t until the late 19th century 
that the term infrared was coined, due to the 
wavelength of the infrared being larger than 
that of red in the visible spectrum. 

Infrared communications first began to 
take hold in the 1980s in remote controls (as 
mentioned above) where basic functions 
were sent to a television or other consumer 
device using infrared. In the early 1990s, in-
frared data transfer (transferring files, pic-
tures etc.) became a possibility, and in 1993, 
the Infrared Data Association was formed by 
about 50 companies to develop a series of 
protocols for wireless infrared data transfer. 
You might remember that phones, laptops, 
and PDAs around the late 1990s and early 
2000s used to have infrared transmitters and 
receivers on them to transfer data wirelessly, 
before WiFi and Bluetooth were invented. 
(WiFi and Bluetooth are obviously superior 
because they do not need line-of-sight to 
transfer data.)

the ir CirCuit
The basic IR receiver circuit for your Rasp-
berry Pi requires only around US$ 5-10 worth 
of equipment (in addition to your Raspberry 
Pi, of course). A number of different sources 
for these components are shown in the box 
labeled “Parts List.”

Depending on which IR receiver you 
choose, it will look something like Figure 2. 
Appearance can vary, but the pin layout is 
the same (1=OUT, 2=GND, 3=VS), and the 
functionality is very similar.

Setting up the IR configuration on a bread-
board is easy – as the pin layout suggests, 

pin 1 is the signal output and therefore needs 
to go to a GPIO input pin (I have used 
GPIO18, which is the default pin used in the 
LIRC software, as you will see in the software 
setup section below). Pin 2 goes to ground, 
and pin 3 goes to Vs, which, in this case, is 
3V3 (although the IR receivers are both rated 
for an input voltage of 2V5 to 5V5). The final 
layout is shown in the breadboard wiring di-
agram in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a picture 
of my IR configuration in real life.

It is, of course, possible to make this circuit 
with only three wires (by putting the ground 
and 3V3 straight to the main part of the 
breadboard), but it is good practice when 
using a breadboard to use the negative and 
positive power rails, because it makes things 
a lot easier and neater when dealing with 
larger circuits. 

If you use an IR receiver that is different 
from the one shown in Figure 2, you should 
carefully read the datasheet to work out the 
pin layout. It could be completely different 
from the one I have just described. For a 
more permanent implementation, you could 
use a header connector, some proto-board, 
and the schematic shown in Figure 5.

inStalling lirC
LIRC (Linux Infrared Remote Control [5]) is a 
software package for Linux, which, according 
to the developers “…allows you to decode and 
send infra-red signals of many (but not all) 
commonly used remote controls.” LIRC was 
originally developed in 1999 and has been 
continually maintained since, so it is a very 
mature and stable implementation. Until re-
cently, the LIRC package required a fairly diffi-
cult and lengthy process for compiling and in-

Figure 1: Remotes in my house.

• Breadboard

• Male to female jumper wires

•  38kHz IR receiver (TSOP 4838 
[1] or TSOP 38238 [2]

• IR Remote (optional) [3] [4]

Parts List
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These commands may take a few minutes to 
complete, especially if you have not updated 
in a while. Once you have updated the OS, 
you will need to install LIRC and the required 
dependencies using:

sudo apt‑get install lirc liblircclient‑dev

You will then have the option to install the 
new packages; click Y to continue with the 
installation. Once the installation completes, 
you might get some warning messages say-
ing No valid /etc/ lirc/ lircd.conf has been 
found or something similar; however, you 
can ignore these messages for now.

The next step is to set up the hardware 
config file. You should only need to do this 
if you are running Raspbian. Raspbmc 
should already have its hardware configura-
tion file set up correctly. To set up the config 
file, use SSH or a terminal session and 
enter:

sudo nano /etc/lirc/hardware.conf

This command should open the hardware 
configuration file with the nano text editor. 
You then need to edit the contents of this file 
so that it looks exactly like the file shown in 
Listing 1.

Once you have edited the config file, press 
Ctrl-X and then Y to close and save the file. 
On Raspbmc, the LIRC module is preset to 
load automatically on boot. If you are run-
ning a standard version of Raspbian and you 
want LIRC to start automatically on boot, 
enter the following command:

sudo nano /etc/modules

This command will load the modules file 
(which lists the kernel modules to load at 
boot time) using the nano text editor. You 
then need to add the following lines at the 
bottom of the file:

lirc_dev

lirc_rpi gpio_in_pin=18

You can then close the file by typing Ctrl-X 
and save it by pressing Y. You now have a 
fully configured and working circuit and 
LIRC implementation, so you are now ready 
to test everything out.

teSting lirC
If you are using Raspbmc, this configuration 
process will be a lot easier if you are able to 
log in to your Raspberry Pi with SSH [6]. Fur-

stalling on the Raspberry Pi. However, thanks 
to the efforts of an extremely talented commu-
nity member, Aron Szabo, Raspbian now sup-
ports LIRC in the default configuration (and 
this support is also included in Raspbian de-
rivatives, such as Raspbmc). 

In Raspbmc, the LIRC module should al-
ready be installed by default, so if you are 
using an up-to-date version of Raspbmc, you 
can skip straight to the “Testing LIRC” sec-
tion below. To begin, open an LXterminal in-
stance (or SSH into your Raspberry Pi) and 
make sure your operating system is up to 
date by typing the following commands:

sudo apt‑get update

sudo apt‑get upgradeFigure 2: A typical IR receiver.

Figure 3: Breadboard wiring diagram for the IR configuration.

Figure 4: The real-life IR configuration.
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ther help on achieving a secure SSH setup is 
available on the RasPi.TV website [7].

Before you test the IR receiver using SSH 
on Raspbmc, you first need to disable the in-
built IR receiver function to allow you to re-
ceive the raw IR pulse output through an 
SSH session. You can do this by visiting the 
Raspbmc Settings menu, clicking on the IR 
Remote tab (as shown in Figure 6), and then 
making sure Enable GPIO TSOP IR Receiver is 
unchecked.

If the option was already unchecked, you 
are ready to go. If, however, you had to 
change the setting, you will need to save the 
changes and then restart the Raspberry Pi be-
fore proceeding with:

sudo reboot

or

sudo shutdown ‑r now

To begin testing, open an SSH or a terminal 
session. If you are on a standard version of 
Raspbian, you can easily open a session with 
either LXterminal or SSH. If you are on 
Raspbmc, you will need to start SSH and 
then type the following commands:

sudo modprobe lirc_rpi

sudo /etc/init.d/lirc stop

sudo mode2 ‑d /dev/lirc0

Once you have entered those commands, 
point your IR remote at the receiver and 
press a few buttons. You will see output simi-
lar to Listing 2.

If you see this output, then you have set up 
everything correctly, and you are ready to 
start tailoring the LIRC installation to your re-
mote.

Configuring the remote
You will need to create a file called /etc/
lirc/lircd.conf that contains the remote 
control configuration information. I will start 
by configuring LIRC to work with the op-
tional IR remote listed in the “Parts List” box. 
Be sure you are in the home directory, then 
create a configuration file using the nano text 
editor by typing the following commands:

cd ~

sudo nano lircd.conf

You can then type in or copy/ paste the code 
shown in Listing 3. Next, close and save this 
file by pressing Ctrl-X and then Y. 

If you are using Raspbmc, you are done 
configuring the remote, because Raspbmc is 
set up to pull in a configuration file stored in 
the /home/pi folder. However, on Raspbmc, 
you then need to return to the IR receiver 
menu in the settings and re-enable the En-

Figure 5: Schematic diagram for the IR configuration.

#

# Arguments which will be used when launching lircd

LIRCD_ARGS="‑‑uinput"

# Don't start lircmd even if there seems to be a good config file

# START_LIRCMD=false

# Don't start irexec, even if a good config file seems to exist.

# START_IREXEC=false

# Try to load appropriate kernel modules

LOAD_MODULES=true

# Run "lircd ‑‑driver=help" for a list of supported drivers.

DRIVER="default"

# usually /dev/lirc0 is the correct setting for systems using udev

DEVICE="/dev/lirc0"

MODULES="lirc_rpi"

# Default configuration files for your hardware if any

LIRCD_CONF=""

LIRCMD_CONF=""

Listing 1: /etc/ lirc/ hardware.conf
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ner of the screen saying Detected New Con-
nection – Starting LIRC, and you should now 
have a fully working IR remote with 
Raspbmc!

If you are using Raspbian, you will instead 
need to enter a couple more commands. 
First, move the configuration file into its cor-
rect location:

able GPIO TSOP IR Receiver option (Figure 7). 
The GPIO IR Remote Profile also needs to 
point to the custom file you just set up. 

Once you have changed these two settings, 
you can then save the settings and restart the 
Raspberry Pi. 

When the system restarts, you should re-
ceive a pop-up in the bottom right-hand cor-

space 16300

pulse 95

space 28794

pulse 80

space 19395

pulse 83

space 402351

pulse 135

space 7085

pulse 85

space 2903

Listing 2: IR Remote Output

Figure 6: Make sure Enable GPIO TSOP IR Receiver is unchecked in Raspbmc Settings.

01  # Please make this file available to others

02  # by sending it to <lirc@bartelmus.de>

03  #

04  # this config file was automatically generated

05  #  using lirc‑0.9.0‑pre1(default) on Tue Oct  8 07:05:38 

2013

06  #

07  # contributed by

08  #

09  # brand:               /home/pi/lircd.conf

10  # model no. of remote control:

11  # devices being controlled by this remote:

12  #

13  

14  begin remote

15  

16    name  /home/pi/lircd.conf

17    bits           16

18    flags SPACE_ENC|CONST_LENGTH

19    eps            30

20    aeps          100

21  

22    header       9006  4447

23    one           594  1648

24    zero          594   526

25    ptrail        587

26    repeat       9006  2210

27    pre_data_bits   16

28    pre_data       0xFD

29    gap          107633

30    toggle_bit_mask 0x0

31  

32        begin codes

33            KEY_1                    0x08F7

34            KEY_2                    0x8877

35            KEY_3                    0x48B7

36            KEY_4                    0x28D7

37            KEY_5                    0xA857

38            KEY_6                    0x6897

39            KEY_7                    0x18E7

40            KEY_8                    0x9867

41            KEY_9                    0x58A7

42            KEY_0                    0x30CF

43            KEY_DOWN                 0xB04F

44            KEY_LEFT                 0x10EF

45            KEY_UP                   0xA05F

46            KEY_RIGHT                0x50AF

47            KEY_BACK                 0x708F

48            KEY_ENTER                0x906F

49            KEY_SETUP                0x20DF

50            KEY_PAUSE                0x609F

51            KEY_PAUSE                0x807F

52            KEY_STOP                 0x609F

53            KEY_VOLUMEUP             0x40BF

54            KEY_VOLUMEDOWN           0x00FF

55        end codes

56  

57  end remote

Listing 3: /etc/ lirc/ lircd.conf
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If you want to keep the configuration file for 
the old remote, make a backup using the fol-
lowing command:

sudo mv /etc/lirc/lircd.conf U

        /etc/lirc/lircd_original.conf

Once you have a backup, it is then very easy 
to copy the new file with the irrecord func-
tion back to the directory it needs to be in. If 
you are using Raspbmc, you can just leave 
the config file where it is and skip this step. 
To copy the file, issue the following com-
mand:

sudo cp ~/lircd.conf /etc/lirc/lircd.conf

If you are using Raspbmc, you will need to 
return to the Settings menu and tick the En-
able GPIO TSOP IR Receiver option, as well as 
selecting the custom configuration file from 
the list (see the end of the previous “Config-
uring the Remote” section for a more de-
tailed description). 

You can then restart the system using the 
following command:

sudo reboot (or sudo shutdown ‑r now)

If you are using Raspbian, you can just re-
start LIRC without rebooting, using the fol-
lowing command:

sudo /etc/init.d/lirc start

You should now have a fully configured re-
mote. 

If you could not find your remote listed in 
the repository and had to generate your own 
configuration file, please help to support the 
LIRC community by sending the model num-
ber of your remote, the configuration file, 

sudo mv /home/pi/lircd.conf U

        /etc/lirc/lircd.conf

Then, restart LIRC:

sudo /etc/init.d/lirc restart

You should now have a fully working remote 
with Raspbian!

uSing an exiSting remote
The LIRC SourceForge page already has ready-
made configuration files for a huge number of 
remote controls [8]. For example, the Source-
Forge archive contains files for my Sony RM-
ED009 remote and my SkyHD remote.

If a configuration file for your remote is 
available at SourceForge, you can still follow 
the instructions in the preceding “Configur-
ing the Remote” section. But, instead of 
copying the contents of Listing 3, you can 
just copy/ paste the code found at Source-
Forge.

If you are unable to find a ready-made con-
figuration file for your remote, that does not 
mean the remote is not supported by the 
software, just that no one has contributed a 
configuration file for it. One of the main ben-
efits of the LIRC software is that it can 
“learn” remotes – meaning you can easily 
configure your own remote to be used with 
the software.

To begin this learning process, you first 
need to have completed the steps in the pre-
vious “Testing LIRC” section. You can then 
use the irrecord function, which is built into 
LIRC, to record the outputs of the new re-
mote. 

When you run irrecord, it will ask you to 
name each button as you “teach” it to LIRC; 
a predefined list of valid names is available, 
which you can find by running the following 
command:

irrecord ‑‑list‑namespace

It is worth noting down the available button 
names, or copying and pasting them to a text 
file to refer to later. When you are ready, you 
can initiate the irrecord function using the 
following command:

irrecord ‑d /dev/lirc0 ~/lircd.conf

When using the irrecord command, make 
sure you follow the instructions very care-
fully. If you make any mistakes, you can al-
ways start again, but it takes a fair bit of 
time, so it is worth getting right the first time. 

Figure 7: Re-enable the GPIO IR Remote Profile to point to the custom file.
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01  #include <wiringPi.h>

02  #include <errno.h>

03  #include <stdio.h>

04  #include <stdlib.h>

05  #include <string.h>

06  #include <lirc/lirc_client.h>

07  #include <time.h>

08  

09  

10  void flipLED (int led);

11  

12  //The WiringPi pin numbers used by our LEDs

13  #define LED1 4

14  #define LED2 5

15  #define LED3 6

16  

17  #define ON 1

18  #define OFF 0

19  

20  int main(int argc, char *argv[])

21  {

22     struct lirc_config *config;

23  

24     //Timer for our buttons

25     int buttonTimer = millis();

26  

27  

28     char *code;

29     char *c;

30  

31  

32  

33     //I nitiate WiringPi and set WiringPi pins 4, 5 & 6 

(GPIO 23, 24 & 25) to output.

34     //These are the pins the LEDs are connected to.

35     if (wiringPiSetup () == ‑1)

36       exit (1) ;

37  

38     pinMode (LED1, OUTPUT);

39     pinMode (LED2, OUTPUT);

40     pinMode (LED3, OUTPUT);

41  

42     //Initiate LIRC. Exit on failure

43     if(lirc_init("lirc",1)==‑1)

44         exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

45  

46     // Read the default LIRC config at /etc/lirc/lircd.

conf This is the config for your remote.

47     if(lirc_readconfig(NULL,&config,NULL)==0)

48     {

49         //D o stuff while LIRC socket is open 0=open 

‑1=closed.

50         while(lirc_nextcode(&code)==0)

51         {

52             //I f code = NULL, meaning nothing was 

returned from LIRC socket,

53             //t hen skip lines below and start while loop 

again.

54             if(code==NULL) continue;{

55                 //M ake sure there is a 400ms gap before 

detecting button presses.

56                 if (millis() ‑ buttonTimer > 400){

57                     //C heck to see if the string "KEY_1" 

appears anywhere within the string 

'code'.

58                     if(strstr (code,"KEY_1")){

59                         printf("MATCH on KEY_1\n");

60                         flipLED(LED1);

61                         buttonTimer = millis();

62                     }

63                     else if(strstr (code,"KEY_2")){

64                         printf("MATCH on KEY_2\n");

65                         flipLED(LED2);

66                         buttonTimer = millis();

67                     }

68                     else if(strstr (code,"KEY_3")){

69                         printf("MATCH on KEY_3\n");

70                         flipLED(LED3);

71                         buttonTimer = millis();

72                     }

73                 }

74             }

75             //Need to free up code before the next loop

76             free(code);

77         }

78         //F rees the data structures associated with 

config.

79         lirc_freeconfig(config);

80     }

81     //l irc_deinit() closes the connection to lircd and 

does some internal clean‑up stuff.

82     lirc_deinit();

83     exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);

84  }

85  

86  void flipLED (int led)

87  {

88     //I f LED is on, turn it off. Otherwise it is off, so 

thefore we need to turn it on.

89     if(digitalRead(led)==ON)

90         digitalWrite(led, OFF);

91     else

92         digitalWrite(led, ON);

93  }

Listing 4: ledcontrol.c
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Once the program is started, you should be 
able to press buttons 1, 2, and 3 on your re-
mote and watch as the LEDs blink!

ConCluSion
I have guided you through the steps of in-
stalling an IR receiver module and configur-
ing it to use the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins. Al-
though I only showed how to use a remote to 
control a media center and blink some LEDs, 
you are free to think of other ways to use a 
remote control with your Raspberry Pi: con-
trolling a robot, controlling a pan-tilt camera 
mechanism and a remote camera trigger, to 
name just a few. 

Now you can create something awesome 
with your own Raspberry Pi. After all, that’s 
what Rasp Pi is for! (Just don’t forget to 
tweet me a picture of the results (@shaw aj2) 
and post it on the Raspberry Pi Geek Face-
book page [9]).  ● ● ●

and preferably a picture of the specific re-
mote to lirc@bartelmus.de. This will allow 
your file to become part of the configuration 
file repository.

Controlling with 
multiple remoteS
If you want to use multiple remotes with 
your Rasp Pi, you can create a new configu-
ration file (being careful not to overwrite the 
old one) and then copy the code from that 
configuration file into the bottom of the ex-
isting configuration file /etc/lirc/lircd.conf 
(if you are using Raspbian) or /home/pi/
lircd.conf if you are using Raspbmc.

CuStom Coding
It is, of course, possible to control things 
other than XBMC with your remote control. 
For example, use the following instructions 
(for which you will need 3x5mm LEDs and 
3x330-ohm resistors in addition to the “Parts 
List” in the sidebar) to control some LEDs 
with your remote control.

To start, lay out your circuit as shown in 
Figure 8, where the longer (bent) leg of the 
LED is positive. Next, you will need to install 
wiringPi, which the following code requires 
as a prerequisite.  You can install wiringPi 
with the following commands:

cd ~

git clone git://git.drogon.net/wiringPi

cd wiringPi

git pull origin

./build

Once wiringPi is installed, create a new C file 
using the nano text editor:

nano ledcontrol.c

You can then copy and paste the code shown 
in Listing 4. See the comments in the Listing 
if you would like to know more about what 
the code is doing.

Once you have entered all of the code, 
you can then save and close the file by 
pressing Ctrl-X and then Y. You now need to 
compile the code by typing the following 
command:

gcc ‑o ledcontrol ledcontrol.c U

    ‑lwiringPi ‑llirc_client

You will then be able to run this program 
using the command:

sudo ./ledcontrol Figure 8: Circuit for testing remote with LED lights.

[1]  TSOP 4838 IR receiver:  
http://  uk.  farnell.  com/  jsp/  search/ 
 productdetail.  jsp?  SKU=4913190

[2]  TSOP 38238 IR receiver:  
http://  www.  adafruit.  com/  products/  157

[3]  IR remote: https://  www.  modmypi.  com/ 
 raspberry‑pi‑accessories/  rpi‑xbmc‑remote

[4]  Another IR remote:  
http://  www.  adafruit.  com/  products/  389

[5]  LIRC: www.  lirc.  org

[6]  Using SSH: http://  learn.  adafruit.  com/  adafru
its‑raspberry‑pi‑lesson‑6‑using‑ssh/

[7]  Set SSH keys and disable password login: 
http://  raspi.  tv/  2012/  how‑to‑set‑up‑keys‑and
‑disable‑password‑login‑for‑ssh‑on‑ 
your‑raspberry‑pi

[8]  Remote configuration Files:  
http://  lirc.  sourceforge.  net/  remotes/

[9]  Raspberry Pi Geek Facebook page:  
https://  www.  facebook.  com/  RasPiGeek
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